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THE ULTIMATE ALPS & DOLOMITES
FEATURING THE 2020 OBERAMMERGAU PASSION PLAY
COMPLETE DETAILS AND PRICING TO COME ~ 13 Days / 12 Nights
Feast on incredible views as you scale the heights of the Bavarian, Austrian, Italian and Swiss Alps by cable car and more…
explore Munich, Salzburg and Lucerne... and experience the 2020 Oberammergau Passion Play with the Tauck Difference!

DESTINATIONS AND SIGHTSEEING INCLUDE:

UNIQUE EXPERIENCES INCLUDE:

• Germany – In-depth exploration of Munich, Bavaria’s historic capital; a visit to the

• A private evening featuring dinner and entertainment in the historic 500-year-old

mountaintop Kehlsteinhaus, popularly known as the Eagle’s Nest
•A
 ustria – Guided walking tours and time at leisure in alpine Innsbruck and Salzburg,

Mozart’s Baroque hometown; a lunch of traditional East Tyrolean fare – and a requisite
tasting of locally produced schnapps – at a 400-year-old family farm in Kuenz
• Italy – A choice of hiking around the rifugio, rock climbing with an experienced climber

showing you the ropes, or relaxing amidst spectacular views in the Dolomites
•S
 witzerland – A visit to the Swiss national ski jump complex at Einsiedeln; a

boat cruise on Lake Lucerne; a cable car trip to the summit of Mt. Titlis; alphorn
traditions, cheese making and a beer tasting at Europe’s highest brewery in Davos

Salt Mines of Berchtesgaden in the Bavarian Alps
• A Q&A session with a noted Italian mountain climber at lunch during a full day

spent among the sheer rock walls of the Dolomites
• A visit to storybook Tratzberg Castle on the slopes of the Austrian Alps, including

a private tour and reception featuring wines from the castle’s vineyards

2020 DEPARTURE DATES:
May 17, 24, 31 Jun 7, 14, 28
Sep 6, 13, 20, 27

Jul 12, 26

Aug 9, 23, 30

EXPERIENCE OBERAMMERGAU 2020 AS ONLY TAUCK CAN!
Produced every ten years by residents of the Bavarian village of Oberammergau since the 1630s, the Passion Play (Passionsspiele) is
a beloved highlight of every decade; on The Ultimate Alps & Dolomites for 2020, Tauck’s Oberammergau experience will include:
•P
 remier seating in the best available category at the Passionsspiele
•P
 rivate tours of must-see sights and attractions
•E
 xclusive cultural connections and more for Tauck guests only
•P
 lease note that the Passion Play committee will not confirm any specific
hotels until 2019 for Tauck or any other travel company. Tauck has requested
the best available accommodations in the Oberammergau region for our
guests. While they may not compare with Tauck’s hotels in other locations,
they will reflect the authentic character, cuisine and hospitality that make the
Bavarian Alps one of the most welcoming destinations in the world.

